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MATHEMATICAL NOTES. MATHEMATICAL NOTES. MATHEMATICAL NOTES. 

The use of two (or sometimes three) columns obviates the necessity for 
copying the logarithm of the denominator, and copying is the most fruitful 
source of mistakes with which I am acquainted. S. A. SAUNDER. 

238. [K 9.] Geometrical Illustration of Pascal's Theorem. 
Let ABCDEF be a hexagon inscribed in a circle whose opposite sides 

(AB, DE), (BC, EF), (CD, FA) intersect in P, Q, R respectively. 
Then perps. from P, A on QB are as PB: AB. 
But diameter. (perp. from A on QB)=AB. AC. [Euclid VI. c.] 
Therefore diameter. (perp. from P on QB)=PB. AC. 

D 

R Q 

Similarly diameter. (perp. from P on QE)=PE. DF. 
Therefore perps. from P on QB, QE are as PB. AC: PE. DF, or as 

BD. AC: EA. DF; since triangles PBD, PEA are similar. 
In the same way perps. from R on QC, QF are as CA. DB: FD. AEK 
Hence P, Q, R are collinear. R. F. DAVIS. 

REVIEWS. 

Vorlesungen iiber mathematische Statistik (Die Lehre von den 
Statistischen tMass.ahlen). By E. BLASCHKE. pp. viii, 268. 1906. 
(Teubner.) 

Dr. Ernst Blaschke, who is professor at the Royal Technical High 
School in Vienna, has produced, in the volume under review, a valuable 
and comprehensive synopsis of the mathematical methods applied to 
the modern scientific development of statistics. Primarily the book 
is intended for students, but we are disposed to think its worth will be 
even more appreciated by experts, who will here find, condensed into 
the relatively brief compass of 268 pages, a description of some of the 
methods most recently adopted, as well as of others employed in the 
past, when even experts were seeking to establish first principles. In 
one sense the book suffers somewhat from its very compactness, since 
important mathematical formulae are introduced and discussed without 
much preliminary demonstration. We are not able to offer any opinion 
as to the attainments of Austrian mathematical students, nor as to the 
extent in which Dr. Blaschke's apparent faith in their preliminary 
training is well founded, but in his preface he expresses the opinion 
that not only the insurance expert, but also the managers of large 
industrial undertakings, as well as lawyers, judges, and doctors, are 
closely concerned in insurance matters, and that the study of insurance 
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